Ballade, Op. 100 No. 15, by Burgmüller

Mysterious Staccatos
The right hand repeated staccatos must be soft and light to create a
sense of mystery!

Step 1:
Play the staccatos from the keyboard, with fingers doing a subtle motion of plucking
inwards and loose wrists. Your fingers should already be in position to play before the
next chord.

Step 2:
Try it faster with the same principles!

Step 3:
Test your staccatos out with this variation. Don’t forget to try the above steps with
your left hand too!
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Gestures
The main theme in the left hand involves fast and running semiquaver
notes. Group the notes into gestures to enable speed, evenness and
ease!

Step 1:
Understand how the notes in the left hand theme are grouped.

Step 2:
Practice just the left hand theme with the rhythm below. Do a slight swell in dynamics
with each gesture. As the dynamics taper off at the end of each gesture, ensure that
your forearm and wrist release tension.

Step 3:
Add the right hand in alongside Step 2.
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Step 4:
Play it in the original rhythm!

Bringing out the Melody
Bringing out the melody is not about playing the melody as loud as
possible. It is about playing the melody as expressively as possible,
whilst keeping the accompaniment in the background.

Step 1:
Play just the right hand melody, feeling right to the bottom of the key with the best
legato touch you can do.

Step 2:
Play the right hand as in Step 1, while phantom playing the left hand (play the left hand
part without making a sound). Notice how your left forearm has a floating sensation.
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Step 3:
Play the right hand as in Step 1, whilst occasionally making a sound in the left hand,
making sure that the floating sensation in the left forearm remains.

Step 4:
Play the right hand as in Step 1. With the floating sensation in the left forearm, play
the left hand as softly as possible without dropping notes.
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